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1. Introduction  

Welsh Government - Marine & Fisheries Division approached PCF to develop and facilitate six public stakeholder ‘drop-

in’ sessions to support the ongoing external engagement on the Welsh National Marine Plan (WNMP). The events were 

held across six coastal locations during November 2015. The aim of the events was for the public to review and to 

make comment on: 

1. The evidence that has shaped the plan 

2. The policies that are developing for the different sectors of the plan 

3. The first iteration of the Draft Welsh National Marine Plan as a whole entity 

 

2. Project Event Team and Overview  

PCF is experienced in delivering engagement events on behalf of stakeholders including local communities, public 
bodies, private business and Government. PCF provides a neutral platform for engagement, dialogue and discussion 
by members of the public and stakeholders and are ideally placed to question, listen and report on stakeholder 
viewpoints, offering complete impartiality.  

 

2.1 PCF Approach 

PCF worked closely with Welsh Government Marine and Fisheries Division to decide on event dates, locations, 
translators and staff representation across the month of November. These included: 
 
Cardiff, World of Boats     Monday 2nd November     (MS, PC and LF)    PCF: JM/DJ 
Flintshire, Flint Library   Friday 6th November   (PW and ZS)      PCF: JM/HP 
Pembrokeshire, Fishguard Bay Hotel Monday 9th November   (MS)                        PCF: PR/HP 
Swansea, The Grand Theatre  Thursday 12th November  (PC and IB)            PCF: CC/HP 
Ceredigion, Bellevue Royal Hotel Monday 16th November  (PW and ZS)   PCF: JM/DJ  
Gwynedd, Bangor Management Centre Thursday 19th November  (PC)                        PCF: JM/CC 
 
A flyer was designed by PCF (Appendix 7.1) to aid promotion of the event. This was forwarded to the following 
networks during October; WMSAG, WCD 2015 network, PCF networks and SEP networks.  

The drop-in session was promoted via the Welsh Government website (marine planning pages). PCF promoted the 
events through their website and Facebook and Twitter, re-tweeting messages that were announced by 
@WG_NatResMin. The events were also promoted through the local press as public notices (see appendix 7.2). 

Just under 100 members of the public attended the events to find out and make comment about the Draft Marine 
Plan, see Appendix 4. 

  

 

 

 

 

http://gov.wales/topics/environmentcountryside/marineandfisheries/marine-planning/engagement-and-consultation/?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/PCFCiC/
https://twitter.com/PCFCIC
https://twitter.com/WG_NatResMin
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The drop-in sessions were designed in a carousel format, with stations displaying the following information:  
 

 Registration – sign in and equalities forms  

 WNMP ‘the process’ – information board with draft plans and summary reports located close by 

 WNMP Animation - rolling through the event in both English and Welsh   

 WNMP Considerations – infographics on large boards 

 WNMP sector information – infographics, maps, policy and sector policy comments sheets distributed on 
tables for attendees to look through and comment on 

 Marine Planning Portal – PCF or WG staffed the portal  

 WCD 2015 map – WCD purposes and to ascertain if their forum/network was captured on maps 

 ‘General comments’ flipchart – general comments about the plan and the events etc.   

 

       
 

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1a: Drop in session: Cardiff Figure 1b: Drop in session: Flint Figure 1c: Drop in session: Swansea 

Figure 1d: Drop in session: Fishguard Figure 1e: Drop in session: Aberystwyth Figure 1f: Drop in session: Bangor 
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3. Results and feedback  

Due to the nature of the drop-in session, feedback was collected through a number of avenues. These included:  

 

 specific comments sheets relating to  policies and sectors  

 general comments sheet for sectors  

 WG notes from discussions with attendees  

 follow-up email questions 

 

This report will be set out in the following format; all comments are written as they were presented on the day with 

no interpretation. All comments will be grouped together by sector and event location. A letter will indicate at which 

drop in session the comment was made: Cardiff (C), Flint (F), Fishguard (FG), Swansea (S), Aberystwyth (A) and Bangor 

(B). 

 

3.1 Energy 

- Could encourage energy development to maximise community / socio-economic opportunities (C) 

- Co-location - setting a clear approach to any conflicting priorities (C) 

- Difficult to comment on ELC-01 – don’t know which map is being referred to (C) 

- ELC-07 could look wider than Wales, e.g. ORJIP etc. (C) 

- Would like to see linkages to Wales Marine Energy Plan (C) 

- EOG-01  “timely” – helping to de-risk consenting of privately-financed projects e.g. marine licenses (C) 

- Figure 37 – great infographic (C) 

- Streamlining of the process to all essential renewable energy developments to proceed more early/rapidly, whilst 

including environmental monitoring (FG) 

- The evidence summary report maps and summaries are well intentioned but difficult to follow. The summary 

report excludes important areas (FG) 

- The right approach is within the draft however very starkly hidden by the promotion and detailing of oil and gas 

exploitation and use. As the intention is to move towards a low carbon economy the report and its content should 

reflect this and not be skewed towards normalisation and business as usual with low carbon economy added on. 

The potential of our renewable resources is vast and steps need to be taken for wave and tidal to be developed 

commercially within Wales and the UK, and not to be overtaken by skills and technologies developed elsewhere 

as with wind (FG) 

- Pouring money into nuclear to be taken into economies of China and elsewhere is not in the interest of Wales and 

the UK, so why use government resources to do this? (FG) 

- EOG-02 Policies should be consistent with UK and Wales. Targets on reduction of carbon emissions. To that end, 

the policy presumption should be against future developments, oil/gas/other fossil fuels (including via tracking or 

underground coal gasification) (FG) 

- ELC-01 Support for new nuclear should be qualified: What kind? What technology? At what cost? (FG) 

- Evidence – tidal stream/tidal range could generate more than 50% worth of energy consumption (this is based on 

an outdated report pre tidal lagoon emergence) (S) 

- Marine energy has the potential to be export economy for Wales (S) 

- Potential GVA/direct and indirect (supply chain etc.) resulting from MRE, consideration as it will impact coastal 

development/coastal communities etc.(S) 

- Note, OESEA3 process has more up-to-date images (ref. figure 39), with reference to tidal lagoon feasibility sites 

and tidal lagoon Swansea Bay (S) 

- What is (more info please) on “Areas of Future Tech Opportunity for Marine Biomass” (S) 
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- Support policy ELC-05, though unsure why it is separate from ELC-01. There’s an implication of less support for 

tidal range/lagoons “where possible” vs. “where appropriate” (S) 

- ELC-07 How does this work in practice? Support sentiment but unclear what intended in practice beyond previous 

policies unless this is about demonstration zones again, or demonstration outside of designated zones? (S) 

- Unclear how these policies how would when a material consideration for NSIP’s (Under PA2008) (S) 

- EOG-01 Needs to be outcome focused though, not prescribed? Timescales required (risk based approach helpful 

in this regard) (S) 

- Would be useful to have NG assets on same map as energy resources to make linkages to terrestrial planning (S) 

- How would WNMP deal with multi-purpose infrastructure (which may primarily be driven by energy?) (S) 

- Co-location of activities? Including different energy technologies where there are a number of different resources 

(which do not necessarily include co-location) there should be an optimised outcome (S) 

- ELC-01 Considering the trends outlined in the climate change and coastal change considerations alone, decision-

making authorities should not support new nuclear energy development (A) 

- ELC-07 The development of this sector should be undertaken urgently before the expertise built-up in Wales is 

dispersed and lost (A) 

- ELC-01 More research needed to exploit tidal energy. Unlike wind farms which can only open in certain wind 

conditions tidal flows are constant (A) 

- ELC-01 (e) No nuclear energy developments  (A) 

- ELC-01 (e) Welsh Government should not support new nuclear developments – they are unsustainable, too 

expensive and leave an irresponsible legacy for future generations. Plus, there are alternatives – smart metering 

and energy storage with renewables – a positive legacy – lots of offshore wind and tidal lagoons (A) 

- ELC-01 (d) Include offshore wind – it works and will be at least half the cost of wave and tidal in the foreseeable 

future. Everywhere – include Cardigan Bay (A) 

- ELC-08 This is being done elsewhere so not needed (A) 

 

3.2     Aggregates 

- Unclear how dealing with “Areas of Future Tech. Opportunities for M.A” and “options” (ref. Figure 33) – is this 

going on consultation? (S) 

- There is a need to have double topic maps (e.g. oil/gas licenses and aggregates/disposal etc.) at a later stage ref. 

policy AGG-01 (S) 

- Unclear (without detailed review of evidence base perhaps) what the bigger picture is for aggregate demand and 

relationship with terrestrial resources) (S) 

- On figure 33 grey areas, potential future opportunities for aggregates – 3 causeways as potential. Cardigan Bay – 

is this correct please? (A) 

- Muddy Hollow – not there but it is a famous muddy site off Llyn. Have you missed it? (A) 

 

 

3.3     Ports and Shipping 

- Fishguard port should be expanded to include cruise ships and import facility for biomass by rail to Trecawn FG) 

- Fishguard marina – when developed – will be fundamental to the development of marine leisure in Wales which 

was worth £282 million in 2013 (FG) 

- P+S-01 Is welcomed, but P+S-03 is weak in comparison. If navigation is disrupted, no amount of land-side 

protection will avoid negative impacts on ports activity. Navigation needs to be protected as strongly as port 

activity – they are indissolubly used (FG) 

- Any development within Fishguard Bay should be within the port/harbour and the rest of the Bay should be 

preserved and protected. It is a significant part of the history of the area and valuable to destroy with blocks of 

flats and concrete platforms (See county council application 11/0739/PA) (FG)  
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- P+S-04 In addition to support proposals that encourage sailing and safe harbour. Taking reference from “Catching 

the wave” government review. The need for a chain of marinas/harbours that are accessible at 20 mile intervals 

around the coast (FG)  

- What about support (in policy) for projects that would encourage ports/shipping sector? (S) 

- There isn’t anything positive in these policies, they only seem to be about avoiding and mitigating harm. Is this 

intentional? (S) 

- What criteria to measure harm? Economic? Operational? How would it be weighed up? (S) 

No reference to environmental considerations? See comments on subsea cabling comments form. Engineered 

structures in the marine/ coastal environment must be considered as habitats. Construction and maintenance of 

ports and harbour infrastructure should be done with ecological implications in mind (e.g. support diverse/native 

communities of marine life and minimise spread of invasive) (A) 

3.4      Dredging and Disposal  

- Are there any proposals to designate any new dredge disposal sites? Distance to disposal substantially increases 

dredging costs (FG) 

- Policies should avoid impacts on environment as well as navigation (FG) 

- Policy should also say: opportunities to enhance dredging and disposal operations and associated activities should 

be encouraged (S) 

- D&D-01 Issue re: potential risk of mobilising contaminants and heavy metals especially lead – this not specifically 

referenced in this policy. Important activity not undertaken enough. Disposal at sea – i.e. dumping could be 

reduced and material used more creatively? Is this uneconomic for the firms involved? The open disposal area off 

Ynys Mon is in a potential Marine Conservation Zone and near SAC offshore (A) 

- Disposal sites – what is this for? Dredging for keeping docks open/ dredging for aggregates. D06 not clear. Doesn’t 

mention ports? Figure 36 (A) 

- No reference to environmental impacts? (A) 

- There does seem to be a general assumption for use of the marine environment throughout the plan. This should 

be replaced/upgraded to a more environmental perspective (A) 

 

3.5     Telecommunication Cables 

- In addition to “minimising the impact on the environment”, the cable mattressing / scour protection should be 

viewed as a novel habitat on the seabed. Consideration should be given to maximising the value of this habitat 

(although this won’t mitigate the loss/disturbance of natural habitats) for ecological or potentially economic 

benefit e.g. incorporate microhabitat refuge for marine life (lobsters, crabs?). “Beneficial features” are advised 

for new developments in the marine policy statement (2011) (A)  

- The approach is correct. The number of policies seems correct – at the moment (B) 

 

3.6 Defence 

- DEF-01 MOD, as major landowner with access to large areas of the sea from coastal exercise areas, should be 

more transparent re: their activities – the work being done is by private companies e.g. Quinetic who run their 

own security and are a commercial enterprise. Wales is historically and traditionally and culturally a pacifist nation 

and many people are very unhappy about the development of DRONE technology and the sale of arms to 

recipients, not covered by the Arms Trade Treaty. Who is monitoring this area of activity? Who knows what is 

ending up in the sea during exercises? (A) 
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3.7 Tourism and Recreation 

- Refreshing North Pembrokeshire (2 year project 2015-16) needs to continue past 2016 – North Pembrokeshire 

should be world heritage site opportunity for Interreg / SE Ireland (FG) 

- Better promotion of tourism, throughout Wales, by the Welsh Government (FG) 

- Capacity! Is there a plan to manage this? Boats on the water…how many? Is there a plan to monitor these numbers 

which are increasing? (FG) 

- T+R-02: In addition, authorities should support developments that open the sea roads around the coasts, 

particularly for the development of sea tourism (FG) 

- WAGG or WRAGG? – Report years ago said recreational sea angling in Wales worth £121 million/yr to tourism 

and commercial fishing (in-house earnings), £12 million to the Welsh economy, yet WAG continues to focus on 

commercial rather than recreational/tourism e.g. bass and game fishing attracts lots of tourists but no thanks to 

any WAG proactivity and it would seem that both fisheries (bass) and NRW (gamefish) have enough 

commitment/resources/staff to equally prevent commercial interests/poachers fishing them to extinction (FG) 

- Wildlife tourism from boats needs special consideration (FG) 

- The summary report does not mention wildlife boat tourism, the full evidence report does (and general 

comments) (FG) 

- No mention of Harbour Porpoise within summary report. This is a major issue with Welsh/UK waters and how 

they will not be included within SAC’s (FG)  

- What about more encouraging policies? E.g. energy proposals that enhance recreation e.g. Coastal path (S)  

- Policy T+R 3 This should include specific reference to recreational boating please (A) 

- I run a business selling wildlife boat trips, taking the public out to show them local marine and coastal wildlife. 

This doesn’t seem to be mentioned in your policy. No structured representative or association for this group or 

for water sports (A) 

- I work for the local wildlife trust (S+W Wales) and I passed info on to local stakeholder (A) 

- Re: National Plan V5.0 – Recreation and Tourism pages 207-208. Text refers to whole of Welsh coastline but table 

24 and figure 22 only show West Wales. Watersports take place along Cardigan Bay (Newquay) and N. Wales – 

National Sailing Centre @ Pwll Heli and Plas Menai. Watersports around the coast needs representing (A) 

- The evidence report (summary Sept ‘15) page 45 diagram does not have any emphasis on recreation strategically. 

Welsh Government needs to look at educational and health benefits of watersports to individuals and to healthy 

communities. We should provide more resources to enable children to participate in watersports within sport 

curriculum. We need a national strategy rather than leaving it to local authorities (A) 

- Recreation: Shooting interests need to be included for example on the Wales Coastal Directory portal there is no 

sub-category. We want to be considered stakeholders as we have am interested. Submitted into survey monkey 

but also want wider inclusion in the plan. There are clubs all around the Welsh coast – but not affiliated to national 

network. Mid Wales - leases 3 large sites from Crown estates. Generating local economy, fuel, food, homes etc. 

Want to see consultants – to be included on stakeholder lists – didn’t get scalloping one. Really want to be 

included. MCZ was interest at first. Shooting is heavily regulated. Leave off Crown Estate and consent from NRW 

– want to be on their consult list too. British association of shooting, very anglocentric. Several clubs in Wales but 

not real cohesion between them (A) 

- Recognise the value of surfing to the economy – not just for tourism but for encouraging people to stay living/ 

working in rural coastal towns. Also mental health benefits knock-on societal implications. Recognise that water 

quality standards should apply all year round – surfing is a winter sport in the UK – current bathing water policy 

fails to safeguard this use of the sea. (A)  

- Figure 41 should be called “Coastal Activities” (A) 

- Doesn’t show where people go! How many people visit a beach? Towyn/Borth – lots go to the beach e.g. Barry. 

Vast numbers of people visit SW beaches – to see dinosaur footprints (A)   

- Newquay and District society: Some of the statements are hard to believe. Figure 4, over 60% live and work on 

the coast. Is Cardiff the coast? What is the Welsh Government attitude to Newquay resident’s horror at dumping 

of by-product from the fish processing product? Should be required to dispose of their waste in a non-pollutant 
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manner. Residents of Newquay complain about the effluent from the factory – meant to grind down the whelk 

shells that they stretch over the beach. Currently have a blue flag but worried about losing it. Have to wear shoes 

on the beach, didn’t used to have to (A) 

This is where shell aggregate blocks/ruins rock pools, a key feature relied on by tourists and loses the delicate 

natural balance. Conveyor belt chucks shells over the cliff eaten by dolphins 

Surveys (environmental) to check damage. But shells land on the beach and are left there. This has been going on 

for years but has got worse lately as the factory has gained permission to include shells and the effluent.  

Has a license – self-evaluation – self policing. NRW part of the licensing authority – who is the other part? 2016 – 

early license renewal. This issue is therefore urgent 

What is the date of the renewal of the license? 

What is the closing date for any objections to the license renewal? Have asked NRW but they say just read the 

paper! But this can be hit and miss. People need the info above (saw ad in paper) Emailed NRW. Natalie Pell, but 

no longer there 

Seaweed species also disappearing… cliffs also 

Mussels used to spread from Llanina to Newquay but nothing now 

These whelks are not local – imported to factory, but shells not exported – dumped over the cliff. Some come 

from Whitby. The waste causing the problem. It has a commercial value – adding to concrete, garden paths etc. – 

many uses. Tourism is absolutely central to the economic viability of the village and the well-being of the 

community (A) 

 

3.8 Aquaculture 

- Policy should also encourage plant/algal aquaculture – aquaculture also interacts with fisheries – these things are 

not close at present (FG) 

- Potential conflict with end approach for reconciling those conflicts with environment are not stated but should 

be (FG) 

- What’s the relationship/ hierarchy with other programmes, plans, strategies etc.? E.g. does WNMP influence grant 

funding/WEFO priorities? (seems pertinent for aquaculture and mariculture, as would relationships with 

universities etc – weight given to coastal terrestrial developments supporting WNMP policies?) (S) 

- A plan to double output (finfish/ shellfish) is severely overexploited and unlikely to be anything like practicable 

(A) 

- The Cardigan Bay fisheries are already depleted (skates/rays etc.) and any increase in fishing is bound to impact 

on a whole range of species (A) 

- The proposals to open up the Special Area of Conservation (SAC) to scallop dredging would be particularly 

damaging, to a wide range of species and to the habitat. This will have knock on effects to bird and marine 

mammal species(A) 

- It is well documented that dredging (and trawling) is very damaging to the sea bed habitat and organisms (A) 

- Algal collection and Salicornia – there is a collection of both there for eating (A) 

- Page 431 and Figure 34 Aquaculture figure (B) 

- Page 14 Point 3 is not representative of situation (WME report, full report) (B) 

- Concerns over Displacement (B) Feedback noted several textural changes to the MER some of which had been 

raised before: Page xiv Aquaculture - summary. It was commented that there has never been a conflict between 

designated sites and aquaculture and instead of removing the problem, a previous WG amendment does not 

rectify the problem nor make the situation clear (B) 

- The whole summary para is poor and does not reflect the aquaculture section of the report: Is an extract from the 

MER ” In Wales there has been some conflict between aquaculture businesses and the management of 

European Marine Sites (EMS) although the Menai Strait mussel fishery does exist within the EMS without 

conflict. This can lead to significant expense and delays in businesses getting off the ground. Work could be 

undertaken to guide developers on the best places to site their businesses to avoid such conflicts.” (B) 
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- The WG aquaculture objective in increasing production was wrong in both the MER document and the summary. 

That latter has been corrected but not the infomatic in the MER itself (pg. 233) (B) 

 

 

3.9 Surface and Waste Water 

- Status/trends and 2 of the issues do not address the ‘how’. All statements are welcomed as to current status  (FG) 

- Diffuse source pollution needs to be addressed in order to improve Pembrokeshire coastal water quality. The 

Cleddau catchment needs to become a NVZ if most objectives are to be met. How do shellfish water designations 

link up with aquaculture proposals? (FG)  

- Water quality in Goodwick Bay was assessed as excellent in 2015. Do not pollute it with an empty marina and 

blocks of flats (FG) 

- Policy SWW-01 doesn’t seem to be consistent with WFD (?). It certainly seems to be a defensive policy rather than 

a proactive policy. There should be some weight for proposals that contribute to enhance operation of strategic/ 

essential infrastructure proposals should seek, where practicable to contribute e.g. protection of infrastructure 

assets (S) 

- SWW-01: More specific details on waste water – attempts to look into contaminants within this (e.g. 

microplastics/ fibres and scale of impacts) (A) 

- See comments on “Tourism and Recreation” re: surfing and bathing waters season (A) 

 

3.10 Fishing 

- N. Wales not open. Northwest IFCA share minutes notes, but not knowledgeable re: Dee Estuary. “Pot men” heard 

of the ‘drop-in’ through NKW (F) 

- Concern about small fish in estuary being trawled. Flounder fishing is main issue. Concern about review of Dee 

bylaws review (See appendix 7.3). Some switch back to 1843! e.g. a stationary net  there none any more . Mostly 

Port of Mostyn sandstone moorings. Now no drift netting- no consultation (F) 

- Square mile belongs to Port of Mostyn - empowerment order (F) 

- Tramwell fishing in flounders. Flounder fishermen - 3 hours either side of high water (F) 

- The discard ban - which species for the Dee area? Prawns, nephrops or demersals (F) 

- Consultation? How will it be enforced? (F) 

- Potential for development of fishing for lower Fishguard being hampered by the inadequate facilities because of 

space and suitability of the Harbour wall and that is a listed building (FG) 

- It is unclear how these policies interlink with terrestrial policies, developing and diversifying the fishing industry 

in Wales, and increasing value-added will require interaction between offshore, inshore and critically, onshore 

activities. The industry will inevitably be market led. Are supermarkets etc. buying locally caught fish? Also would 

appreciate more information on linkages between fisheries and aquaculture (FG) 

- No policies are any good without concomitant policing and commitment/resources in order to do so. It’s alright 

and even commendable to have all these grand aims, mission statements etc. but without the backing up of these 

associated delivery management systems with adequate resources to ensure compliance, nothing will be 

achieved. Self-recognition is a non-starter and does not work, as is well evidenced by its well documented failure 

in other areas e.g. you introduced a 5p charge plastic bags, cutting their use by 80% overnight (very good), 

Westminster went the way of self-regulation by retailers. Result = grand reduction of 6% over 7 wasted years. 

Nowhere in this whole plan can I find any mention of policing  (FG) 

- FIS-01: Grossly inadequate. Policy needs to ensure commercial fishing minimises impact on environment, rebuilds 

stocks and allows habitat restoration first. Current fishing activity should not be safeguarded if it is degrading or 

overexploiting environment of stocks. Fisheries policies should adopt M.S.C criteria as a minimum. Define 

“sustainable” fishing please (FG) 
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- FIS-03: C – Support diversification but not fishing down the food chain! (S) 

- Have we got a good handle on sustainability of current fishing activity let alone any new proposals? (S) 

- Arguably, to achieve nature conservation and biodiversity targets we need areas of highly protected MCZ and 

“Absolute no take zones” (S) 

- The proposals to open areas of the Cardigan Bay Special Area of Conservation to scallop dredging go against 

Marine Biodiversity Plan Objective 10 and Plan Objective 11 which state Marine Biodiversity is protected, 

conserved, restored/enhanced to halt declines in spp. Also that marine ecosystems are healthy and resilient and 

continue to provide ecosystem services/goods for future generations. Scallop dredging cannot be compatible with 

either objective 10 or 11! To allow it within a Special Area of Conservation would be insanely wrong!  (A) 

- It can no longer be considered acceptable to use the sea as a dump. FIS-02: marine litter, pollution from the land, 

increased run off and sea-rise following the changes in the climate all adversely affecting the health of fish and 

other marine life. Wales is an ideal coastal area for the creation of Marine Conservation Zones, of which use so 

far have only one of those promised/expected. Wales could be an example of environmental health in Europe (as 

in Biosphere) (A) 

- Consider feasibility of the role of fishing industry/fisherman in reporting and collecting marine litter = ghost fishing 

gear, plastics, etc. (A) 

- FIS-03 references sustainable fishing. What is the link between current MPA status and the proposals in this 

document? The approach set out in the draft plan cites the need to use sound science responsibly – yet WG 

singularly fails to do so e.g. in the context of proposals to re-open Cardigan Bay SAC to scallop dredging. The 

science does not support it; conservation objectives do not permit it; legally it is at odds with EU obligations. When 

will policy implement no-take in Marine Protected Areas and when will fully protected Marine Conservation Zones 

be established? Again sound science demonstrates the importance of such an approach for biodiversity and 

conservation (A)   
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4. Wales Coastal Directory – extra groups  

This list of groups will be contacted as part of the next round of WCD 2016 update. 

- British Association for Shooting & Conservation(BASC) www.basc.org.uk  Matt Holloway 

Holloway.mat@gmail.com 

- Wildlife Trust of South & West Wales – Marine Group www.welshwildlife.org  

- Dyfi, Mawddach & Dysynni Wildfowler’s Association  www.dyfimawddachwildfowlers.org.uk 

- Canoe Wales  www.canoewales.com  

- Snowdonia Active www.snowdonia-active.com 

- International Sea Kayak Guides Association www.iskga.com 

- British Institute for Geological Conservation 

- Aberystwyth University Marine Ecology Research Group www.aber.ac.uk/en/ Ally Evans 

(allyevans01@gmail.com) / bat@aber.ac.uk 

- Cruising Association  www.theca.org.uk/pub  

- Lighthouse Authority www.trinityhouse.co.uk 

 

5. General comments from the WNMP drop in session  

 The plan needs to more fully recognise the socio-economic elements of marine activity in Wales, both in 

recreational sector and light commercial, all dependent on a balanced view of coastal activity. Boat 

builders/repairers/retailers/brokers/boat-hire companies – not currently recognised in the current draft plan 

despite the issue being frequently highlighted (C) 

 How have Welsh Government considered their future marine planners? Who are they and how are they being 

educated - university modules etc.? (C) 

 Update maps - e.g. renewable energy maps (C) 

 Nature conservation and biodiversity – full consideration needed of developing legislation and how it fits with 

WNMP. Currently unclear indicators that will be used to meet HLMOS. Is a full list of definition of terms available 

for clarity? (C) 

 Discard ban – how will it be enforced? (F) 

 Dee estuary – bylaws needed to protect fishing – control trawlers (F) 

 Marine conservation areas (F) 

 Processors in Penclawdd – cockle buyers should respect quotas. Should be enforcement. Scottish government 

acted with the Shetland catch (F) 

 I want my son to have access to beaches – clean beaches – without having to pay (F) 

 Access issues onto the beaches for Greenfields. Piled up with rocks, no stepping stones. Could have rearranged 

the concrete boulders into steps. Hazardous to access the sand, some of the best fishing  (F) 

 Are there any maps or infrastructure changes. What is intended to change? (F) 

 No access to the beaches for fishing can be difficult. Greenfield Dock Road to Quay – no access for ship. Rocks 

are not stepping stones. Cables of concrete – but not stopping best fishing. No or hazardous to access the sand(F) 

 Dogs mess on the beach is dreadful. No signs. Needs signs. Needs bins. No prosecutions. Llandudno beach 

warden goes out at 5am when dog walkers are out (F)  

 Decision making on sector management must take account of and accommodate all legitimate interests and 

activities and not give preference to sectoral views. “Adverse” impacts is unclear in all sectoral policies. Must 

define what receptors are at risk of adverse effect – environmental or economy. Not clear at present (FG) 

http://www.basc.org.uk/
mailto:Holloway.mat@gmail.com
http://www.welshwildlife.org/
http://www.dyfimawddachwildfowlers.org.uk/
http://www.canoewales.com/
http://www.snowdonia-active.com/
http://www.iskga.com/
http://www.aber.ac.uk/en/
mailto:allyevans01@gmail.com
mailto:bat@aber.ac.uk
http://www.theca.org.uk/pub
http://www.trinityhouse.co.uk/
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 I am concerned that there is no provision to ensure that terrestrial plans are compiled in compliance with the 

marine plan. If a Local Planning Authority or National Planning Authority wishes to adopt a policy which conflicts 

with a marine policy, how is that resolved? I further note that policy GOV-07 is potentially in conflict with other 

policies promoting development in specific sectors – for example, one effect of encouraging a boom in 

renewable energy generation is to discourage hydrocarbons, in non-compliance with GOV-07. How is this 

resolved and prioritised? (FG) 

 A robust and healthy environment underpins the economy and society (S) 

 Environmental protection and increased resilience should be THE cross cutting factor but does not appear to be 

in any of the policies reviewed today as written (S) 

 There is considerable duplication of text between sector proposals – everything must be given priority yet have 

regard for everything else – How does this move us forward? Policy statements are broadly too generic and 

lacking precision (S) 

 Difficult to engage with what is presented really (S) 

 The coastal flooding map was the only one missing which (was admitted) other people had also pointed out.  

Probably the most vital (especially following the leak that NRW would let 40 unnamed communities go to the 

sea - TV programme on Fairbourne and including Saundersfoot some time ago).  The implications for this are of 

course massive – glaringly missing due to the way the evidence summary was presented on boards  (S) 

 Overall, unsure if this is a plan or a baseline of current activity; as WG staff present said it wouldn’t change the 

ways that things are done and that it wouldn’t be right first time – so a starting point?   A plan rather than a 

baseline requires direction and boldness (S) 

 There seems to have been an imbalance in evidence gathering; lots where expertise is greatest, less where cross 

departmental communication within WG and other partner organisations was required.  Most evidence seems 

to be on the environment - physical aspects, little on social, cultural and economic interaction in coastal 

communities and how they will be affected by climate change in the future.  The evidence for the WBoFG Act, 

applies foresighting evidence which exists within other depts. of WG but perhaps has not been joined up ahead 

of issuing this consultation. (Since attending and writing these points I roamed WG website for info: MPSRG 

itself has almost no social or cultural champions – RYA a small aspect, WLGA may be but their remit is broad and 

could be planning focussed, membership is heavily industrial/environmental.  WMSAG is a little broader, chaired 

by Peter Davies with a broader membership which could give opportunity to rebalance this) (S) 

 In the plan are we trying to increase/decrease/keep static our economic dependence on the sea/coast and does 

this vary in different regions/industries and by how much over what period?  What are the steps we are taking 

towards that? Similarly for environmental issues (S) 

 Using foresighting data for future trends would underpin understanding of the need to protect local and diverse 

economic systems to meet future needs, which could give greater direction to these aspects of the plan (S) 

 Good that this gives a starting point (S) 

 Note that nature conservation is not considered explicitly in most of the sector policy lists. So will there be a 

separate set of policies to cover this? Any development/construction in marine environment should be 

implemented with ecologically-sensitive design. Not only to minimise environmental impacts, but also to 

maximise any potential secondary benefits e.g. engineered structures should be considered as habitats – need 

to maximise their value – encourage native/ diverse/ productive communities – perhaps even economic species. 

Add overarching environmental objectives to the plan (A)  

 Thank you – very well presented and organised – useful!  (B) 

 Excellent presentation and an extremely valuable piece of work. But in many areas (with reference to the 

policies) your option of “Present the case for…” is an easy cop-out. Need to give very strong justification for not 

taking options a,b,c with a robust cost-benefit analysis (B) 

 Great that you are doing them locally too! (B) 

Comments captured by WG staff:  

 Suggestions made in regards to capturing stakeholder information. A feature on the Marine Portal by which to 

submit stakeholder details through the Wales Coastal Directory (WCD) layer  
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 With regards to the WCD survey; an option to record a stakeholder group / organisation under ‘miscellaneous’ 

category, in the case that no other classification is appropriate  

 Maps and infographic, Some map titles / contents were questioned 

 Fig. 29: Sea Surface Visibility The contents of this map were often questioned and the concept was difficult to 

understand without explanation  

 Fig. 41: Tourism One stakeholder suggested that this map should show the specific areas in which tourist 

activities were taking place, rather than at a county-level. When referring to the WMER (where the map 

originates from) the map’s contents are described as ‘activities’ rather than ‘tourism’ alone. It was suggested 

that the title of Fig. 41 be changed to ‘Tourist Activities’ 

 Fig. 16 Marine Protected Areas There was some confusion as to whether Sites of special Scientific Interest’s 

(SSSI) had or had not been featured on this map.  (PC replied to comment : They are there but are fine lines not 

clearly visible unless you zoom in – which of course you cannot do on a paper map)  

 Comment from wildfowler (BASC rep) about data missing from our portal which he would ask their association 

to provide. As this was the same point that Matt had also raised in Cardiff Phil Coates have put them in touch 

with each other 

 Alun Fred Jones AM (Chair of Sustainable Committee) asked if the NAW itself would be signing off the plan or if 

it would rest at Ministerial discretion.  (PC said that he did not know the precise mechanism that might be 

applied in late 2016, but that as the plan had statutory effect and covered several Ministerial portfolio areas it 

would certainly be considered at Cabinet level and may possibly be debated in the NAW)  

 

6.  Conclusions and recommendations  

The sessions encouraged approximately 100 members of public to find out more about the Draft Wales National 

Marine plan. The six events were organised as requested with suitable locations across Wales.  All the information 

collected from the drop-in sessions has been reported as noted by attendees. For the next stages of stakeholder 

engagement events for the draft WNMP, PCF recommends:  

 Audio guide for Portal: A voice-over tool of how to use the portal. See examples of instruction videos on Wales 

Activity Mapping for ideas.  

 Activity Champions: Consider establishing champions for each of the sectors to encourage greater participation 

across their dedicated networks. A similar approach was adopted by PCF for Pembrokeshire Coast National 

Park’s Recreation Plan and achieved in excess of 70 responses.  

 Communication: Earlier and more consistent communication is vital. The most utilised methods of 

communication were the following:  

o ‘Email’ was the most common method of hearing about the event  

o ‘Paper advert’  was second and  

o ‘Through networks’ was third most import method 

(See appendix 7.4 for full listing of how attendees heard about the event). 

 Formal hourly presentations and workshops: We recommend short, regular presentations throughout the 

session to provide the context – 10 minutes to present about the purpose of the event before directing people 

to different workshop/stations.  

 Future engagement:  Consider potential venues and events ‘outside of the box’ and get to ‘where it is happening’ 

along the coast. Possible suggestions include:   

o Docks and Marinas  

o WG trailers at the beach or  fish/coastal  festivals  

o Maritime Museums  

o Boat shows  

http://www.walesactivitymapping.org.uk/help-videos/
http://www.walesactivitymapping.org.uk/help-videos/
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 Media resources: The youtube videos of Marine Planning are good tool for engaging - what does marine 

planning mean to me? This could be utilised across Wales in schools assemblies/in libraries/on Local Authorities 

intranet.   

 Size of plan: Attendees were not impressed with the size of the plan - too large to digest. Consider breaking this 

down into manageable ‘chapters’ – these could be the focal points to the carousel sessions in future and can be 

taken away.   

 Staffing: Ensure there are at least two members of Welsh Government staff at each event. 

 Understanding the plan: A marine flow diagram (different to the process diagram) to illustrate the marine 

planning scenario and how it links with terrestrial planning.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7hzdQDsfQz4
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7. Appendix  

7.1 Appendix 1: Example of Flyer  

               

 

7.2  Appendix 2: Example of public notice in local press  

            

 

7. 3    Appendix 3: Bylaws - Dee Estuary   

See attached PDF of bylaws and maps. 
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7.4     Appendix 4: Attendees   

Cardiff  

 Name   Reason for attending  

(this was changed after the first event) 

1 James Withgis  British Marine recommendation 

2 Lynda  British Marine recommendation 

3 Ellie Jenkins British Marine recommendation 

4 Rhode Ballinger Academic 

5 Alan Morgan British Marine/WMSAER 

6 Scott Fryer Interest in developing plan 

7 M Bhillot  

8 Peter Baton  

9 Mat Holloway  Representing wentorg BASC (WCD) 

10 Wendy Dodds Keen to engage and input into plans development 

11 Mark Goscins Interested 

12 Clive Moon Interest as marine local authority 

 

Flint  

 Name   How did you hear about this event? 

1 D. Coulton (+2 guests) Dropped in during visit to the library 

2 Clare Reed and family Welsh Government website 

3 Neville Kinnair From NRW forwarding the flyer 

4 Dave Hullon IFCA 

5 Daniel Trotman Friend 

6 Trevor James Jones IFG (chair of north IFG )  

7 Mrs Jones Hold N/A 

8 Kate Leonard In library 

9 F Davies Paper 

10 L Robins Paper 
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Fishguard 

 Name   How did you hear about this event? 

1 E. Rawwings Llangwn community council 

2 J. Martineau PCF 

3 R. Nicholas PCF 

4 David Reed WMSAG 

5 Styn Rommets N/A  

6 Anita Vannierop N/A 

7 Malcolm Barradell PCF 

8 Jane O’Brien MEP 

9 Jonathon Monk WMSAG 

10 Peter Walton N/A 

11 Edward Holdaway Email, friends of PCNP + alliance for national parks 

cymru 

12 Powell Strong Email 

13 Cliff Benson Email 

14 John Connor Email 

15 Robin Mogg Email 

16 Graham Fray Email 

17 Pete Prosser Email 

18 Dominic McDonogh Email 

19 Blaise Bullimore Email 

20 Cath Ranson Email 

21 Tom Day Via colleague – email 

 

Swansea  

 Name   How did you hear about this event? 

1 Tim Maciver RYA email 

2 Martin Blackwell From friend 

3 Victoria Bancroft Email 

4 Gareth Cunningham Email 
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5 William Kay Facebook (PCF) 

6 Kath Wellard PCF Facebook   

7 Catrin Jones Via colleague 

8 Martyn Sanders WASAC 

9 David Thomas NA 

10 Deborah Hill  Email to nature conservation team 

11 Sean Evans Email 

12 Judith Oakley Via email from colleague 

 

Aberystwyth  

 Name   How did you hear about this event? 

1 John Eddington Email 

2 Steve Hartley Email 

3 Sarah Perry Email 

4 David Jenkins Poster 

5 Sara Jenkins N/A 

6 Roy Banford Camb news 

7 Stephen Wood Camb news, WSF 

8 Victoria Bamford C. news 

9 Nicholas Powell Website 

10 Alison Kinsey Email 

11 Bob Gorman IFG meeting 

12 Bronwen Kels Advert in paper 

13 Alan Tomkins Advert 

14 Christopher Woodfield Word of mouth/social media 

15 Alun G Davies Representing Ceredigion County Council 

16 Kerry Lewis  Facebook this afternoon 

17 Ally Evans Through work (Aber Uni) 

18 Alison Heal N/A 

19 Rachel Auckland N/A Just in case 

20 Barry Thomas General internet /word of mouth 
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21 Lynda Warren Email 

22 Bill Langley PCF email 

 

Bangor  

 Name   How did you hear about this event? 

1 Angus Garbutt Email 

2 Anne Paranjoti Email 

3 Catrin Glyn N/A 

4 Mark Tozer Facebook 

5 Martin Esseen Fishing news 

6 Hefin Williams Cyngol Sir 

7 John Coppock Colleague 

8 Derek Williams Email 

9 Phil Hollington Email 

10 Brett Garner Email 

11 Rhys Jones Email 

12 Nia Garner N/A 

13  Alun Ffred Jones   

14 Trevor James Jones IFG (chair of north IFG )  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


